
Abstract. Various basic mechanisms of material surface abla-
tion produced by ultrashort laser pulses are considered in the
order of increasing the supplied laser fluence: low-threshold
ultrafast plasma expansion at the electron dynamics stage,
spallative ablation, and explosive hydrodynamic supercritical
fluid expansion, including the related sequence of basic relaxa-
tion processes.

Keywords: ultrashort (femtosecond) laser pulses, surface ab-
lation, ultrafast laser plasma ablation, spallative ablation,
shock waves, unloading waves, homogeneous boiling, phase
explosion, hydrodynamic supercritical fluid expansion

1. Introduction

1.1 Specific features of ablation by ultrashort laser pulses
We review work on the removal (ablation) of materials
produced by ultrashort [femtosecond, subpicosecond, and
short picosecond (< 3 ps)] laser pulses, which has been
extensively investigated over the last 30 years for the
development of precision and highly efficient processing of
the surface of various materials: metals, semiconductors, and
dielectrics (including polymers). This work is based on the use
of both well-known and new mechanisms and important
advantages of the short duration and high peak power
(intensity) of ultrashort laser pulses. The work discussed in
this review was preceded by quite prolonged investigations
using picosecond (� 15ÿ30 ps), subnanosecond, and nano-
second lasers [1±5], which are currently experiencing a new
stage in their development with the advent of high-power and
efficient diode-pumped fiber lasers. These lasers deserve a
separate detailed consideration, which is beyond the scope of
this review.

Nevertheless, about 30 years ago, it was the advent of
ultrashort pulse lasers that opened a new page in the history of
laser ablation investigations. It is remarkable that this is
related not to the different principles of generating ultrashort
and short laser pulses [6] but to the characteristic time scales
of electron±phonon relaxation in electronically excited
materials (Fig. 1) falling exactly in the range � 1ÿ10 ps [7,
8] between these laser pulse durations. As a result, it was
found that unlike the predominantly thermal action of
picosecond pulses [9±12], irradiation by ultrashort laser
pulses allows initiating a number of fundamentally new,
mainly electronic, physical effects in the electron subsystem
of materials. They include the separation of electron and
lattice temperatures [13, 14], bremmstrahlung of nonthermal
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electrons [15], changes in the instant optical parameters of
materials due to the electronic renormalization of the band
spectrum (for example, forbidden gap narrowing [16±18]) and
occupation of states [19, 20], intense photo and (or) thermally
stimulated and hybrid electron emission [21± 23], and non-
linear emission of fast ions [24]. We note that some of these
effects, such as electron temperature separation and electron
emission, were studied even before the advent of ultrashort
laser pulses, but mainly theoretically [25].

1.2 Brief history of studies
Studies of ablation by ultrashort laser pulses (hereafter
referred to as femtosecond laser ablation) were initiated in
the early 1980s with the advent of high-power mode-locked
lasers in some leading laboratories [26] (see also review [9])
where ultrashort pulses were generated. These lasers were
used to study many fundamental phenomena taking place in
the interaction of laser radiation with materials in the
ablation regime (at fluences from 0.1 to 10 J cmÿ2 and
intensities from 1 to 10 TW cmÿ2), assuming an ultrashort
energy deposition with a high peak power [27]. Because of the
minimal self-action effect of ultrashort laser pulses (mainly
only on the electron dynamics and related optics of photo-
excited materials, but without interaction with an ablation
plume), the principal feature of femtosecond laser ablation is
a complicated multi-scale but completely predetermined
spatiotemporal sequence of elementary relaxation processes
(see Section 1.3 and Fig. 1).

Correspondingly, different component processes of fem-
tosecond laser ablation were studied until the late 1990s in
several areas: by relatively simple time-resolved optical
methods (reflectometry, transmission) with femtosecond
time resolution [28±31] and standard methods of optical
profilometry [32] and mass spectrometry [33±35]. It was
found that the high peak power of low-energy ultrashort
laser pulses inherent in them due to their short duration
allows performing instant electromagnetic adjustment of
optical characteristics of materials during excitation times of
the electron subsystem at the ultrashort laser pulse scale, for
example, to transform a dielectric into a semiconductor [16±
18, 36]. In addition, basic ablation regimes were established:

hydrodynamic supercritical fluid expansion (phase explosion)
[28, 29], vaporization [37, 38], and spallation of a part of the
melt layer [31], although the last was also long treated as the
hydrodynamic expansion of a two-phase vapor±droplet
system [39]. Based on the initial data obtained at this stage,
attempts were made to explain femtosecond laser ablation
theoretically using the vaporization and hydrodynamic
approaches [38, 40, 41] and molecular dynamics [42] with
rather simplified but sometimes not even qualitatively correct
simulation of basic processes.

Later, with the advent of the first commercial ultrashort
pulse lasers and their rather wide applications in the late
1990s, the interaction of intense laser pulses with the surface
of condensed materials in the ablation regime was studied
more extensively nearly all over the world. This resulted in a
great increase in the number of papers devoted to both
fundamental studies (generation of high-energy states of
matter [43, 44] and high-power shock waves [45±47], emis-
sion of charged particles [24]) and practical applications for
precise nano- and microscale processing of various materials,
including dielectrics [48±50]. As a result, several new physical
phenomena have been discovered in the last decade in the
ablation regime of the interaction of ultrashort laser pulses
with condensed matter: ultrafast plasma emission [51±53],
stabilization of the density of photoexcited carriers with a
considerable renormalization of the band spectrum [18, 54],
and undersurface boiling and foam formation [55±60]. As a
whole, a quite large number of experimental facts refining the
adopted concepts were obtained. Theoretical studies were
also developed further, resulting in a significant qualitative
(and sometimes even quantitative) refinement of the picture
of femtosecond laser ablation, including spallative ablation
[55, 58] and explosive expansion of the supercritical fluid
[61, 62]. Important phenomena in the electron dynamics were
also predicted, for example, a strong influence of the electron
density of states on the dynamics of electron±phonon
interaction and the electron heat conduction of materials
with complex electronic spectra [63±65].

1.3 Unsolved problems
The complete picture of femtosecond laser ablation does not
exist so far because of its complicated interdisciplinary and
multiscale nature. This field covers the physics and optics of
solid (electron±hole) plasma or hot electron gas, the physics
of electron±phonon and phonon±phonon effects in solids, the
physics of heat transfer, phase, and chemical transforma-
tions, and the hydrodynamics of ablated material flows.
However, the construction of a complete picture of femtose-
cond laser ablation is very important because it gives the
characteristic time scales of developing basic ablation
processes determining the size of the so-called heat-affected
zone at the initial instant of material removal, thereby
specifying the spatial resolution for these ablation mechan-
isms and the specific efficiency of material removal (see
Fig. 1).

At the same time, the key potential to elucidate the
fundamental mechanisms of femtosecond laser ablation
exists because short laser pulses initiate a long multiscale
chain in various electronic and lattice processes with pre-
determined dynamics, which is no longer further affected
directly by laser radiation. This concerns first of all the
absorption of ultrashort laser pulses, which occurs without
the influence of an ablation laser plume, and also various
nonlinear thermal laser self-action processes with optical
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feedback (unlike the action of short laser pulses). Briefly, such
intense absorption of ultrashort laser pulses at the laser pulse
scale proceeds via intra- and interband (often nonlinear)
optical electronic excitation and related processes governing
the absorption and reflection of the surface of a photoexcited
material due to the instant change to its optical characteristics
(up to absorption saturation), predominantly via the occupa-
tion of bands: the heating, thermalization, and emission of
electrons (and heat conduction to a lesser extent). At this
stage, Auger recombination, the inertialess screening of the
ion core by carriers, and the electron renormalization of the
band spectrum also occur in semiconductors and dielectrics.
The volume energy density deposited at this stage specifies the
sequence of relaxation processes, including ablation. Then the
deposited energy is gradually transferred at the picosecond
time scale for the electron subsystem of the photoexcited
surface layer of the material to its ion (lattice) subsystem
(electron±phonon relaxation). This is a well-known process,
but it was only recently found that it depends on the preceding
electron dynamics, in particular, on the instant electron
temperature or the electron-induced surface disordering.
The surface layer melting then occurs via the mechanisms of
homogenous or heterogeneous melting and formation of a
hot, inertially compressed subcritical or supercritical fluid
experiencing acoustic unloading. During the latter process,
finally, depending on the volume density of the initially
deposited laser energy, the picosecond irreversible hydrody-
namic expansion of the supercritical fluid occurs or the
unloaded layer of the melt breaks with the spallation of its
nanometer-thick film. Ablation is terminated by melt solidi-
fication at the nanosecond or subnanosecond time scale due
to the heat transport inside the material and to a lesser extent
due to vaporization cooling. Thus, based on the predeter-
mined dynamics of the basic states of femtosecond laser
ablation schematically considered above, it is possible to
study its stages in detail, from the absorption of ultrashort
laser pulses to the ablation of the material and the eventual
thermal relaxation. Advances in this field and unsolved
problems are considered in the next sections.

2. Electron dynamics and ultrafast `cold' ablation

2.1 Brief history and basic research methods
It was assumed at the first stage of studies that in contrast to
the case of irradiation by short laser pulses, the absorption of
ultrashort laser pulses by the surface of a condensed phase in
the ablation regime occurs without interaction with the
screening (absorbing and scattering) gaseous erosion elec-
tron±ion plasma produced after a laser pulse and dynamically
changing the absorbing power of the target. At the same time,
systematic experimental studies have shown that the absorb-
ing power of condensed targets themselves already changes
significantly during ultrashort pump laser pulses due to the
electron-gas heating in metals and the generation and heating
of electron±ion plasma in semiconductors and dielectrics
[14, 16±20, 26, 28, 29, 59]. In the ablation regime produced
by ultrashort laser pulses, the dependences of the reflection
coefficient on the pump fluence and time for various
materials (metals, semimetals, and semiconductors) exhib-
ited a plateau. For semiconductors, based on the measure-
ments of surface second harmonic generation [66±68] and
time-resolved X-ray diffraction [69], this effect was attributed
to the ultrafast disordering (`nonthermal melting') of a

surface layer for a plasma density � 1022 cmÿ3. Other
possible factors affecting the electron and lattice dynamics,
such as the renormalization of the band spectrum (plasma-
induced narrowing of the forbidden gap up to its collapse
[16]), the balance of ionization and recombination, and
electron and plasma-emission effects, were studied only
theoretically, not in their totality [18, 54] but taking
important factors into account separately [70±72]. These
factors include the ion potential screening by plasma, the
renormalization of the band gap, the occupation of states, the
dispersion of the mass of carriers, and the relaxation of
carriers.

2.2 Optical diagnostics of the electron dynamics
In addition, the possibility of a low-threshold plasma yield
from the surface of condensed targets irradiated by ultrashort
laser pulses in the ablation regime in time-resolved optical [28]
and mass-spectrometric studies [34, 73, 74] has been pointed
out. However, no direct evidence of such a plasma yield
existed and the ion yield estimate seemed to be not sufficiently
correct because the same part of the target was irradiated by
many ultrashort laser pulses to achieve efficient ablation
(possibly of a thermal nature at the pico-nanosecond time
scale [33, 34]). This is commonly related to the formation of
diffraction periodic surface structures and the local amplifica-
tion of electromagnetic fields in such structures [9]. Some-
times, along with ion emission, the electron emission was
measured [24], assuming an inertialess plasma yield without
the establishment of equilibrium between the electron sub-
system and the lattice. However, no additional correlation
studies of emission have been performed to confirm the
inertialess behavior at the ultrashort pump laser pulse scale.
Moreover, it is impossible to find such a correlation even in
mass-spectrometric experiments with double pumping by
variable-delay short laser pulses [34, 73], unlike processes
with virtual excitation of carriers such as harmonic genera-
tion in nonlinear crystals, because the absorbing power itself
evolves after pumping by the first ultrashort laser pulse [14,
16±20, 26, 28, 29, 59]. Nevertheless, some experiments on
multipulse femtosecond laser ablation of the surface of
dielectrics have been interpreted in terms of the `Coulomb
explosion' [75], which was confirmed by numerical calcula-
tions of charging of the surface of dielectrics sufficient for the
emission of ions [70], unlike the weak charging of the surface
of semiconductors and metals [76, 77].

2.3 Emission of charged particles and surface charging
At the same time, because a material with the electron
subsystem strongly excited by an ultrashort laser pulse can
in principle become a low-temperature gas plasma, the
ultrafast emission of plasma can be expected even for metals
for which the absence of surface charging due to the electron
emission during ablation by ultrashort laser pulses was
predicted theoretically [70]. We note that in contrast to
metals, strong surface charging was detected for semiconduc-
tors [76, 77]. The intense electron emission and surface
charging can be stimulated by the high electron temperature
T produced during an ultrashort laser pulse on the surface of
metals, semiconductors, and semimetals. This, together with
the high-intensity pulsed electromagnetic field, facilitates
thermally photo-induced and mixed (Fowler±du Bridge
model) processes of N-photon emission of electrons over
many possible channels JN for the laser radiation intensity I
and frequency o and the generalized multiphoton ionization
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cross section sN [22, 23, 70]:

J �
X1
0

JN ; JN � sNIN ;

sN � aNAN

�
e

�ho
�1ÿ R�

�N
T 2F�XN� ;

XN � N�hoÿ F
kBT

; �1�

where e is the electron charge,F is the work function, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, �h is the Planck constant, R is the
reflection coefficient, and other parameters and the function
F�X � are defined in the Fowler±du Bridge theory [23]. The
nonthermal ion yield was detected previously by mass
spectrometric and collector methods [24, 34, 73, 74, 78, 79]
and interpreted in terms of the Coulomb explosion of a
charged surface.

In recent years, experiments have also been performed on
the low-vacuum collector detection of electron and ion
emission in the ablation regime with single ultrashort laser
pulses (to avoid the formation of relief and emission related to
the resonance or nonresonance plasmon amplification from
the relief structure) [51±53, 80, 81]. The electric circuit
developed for the extraction of charges in air directly from
the ablation region (ablation target, a grounded electrode)
produced high extracting fields up to 3 kV cmÿ1 (in particular,
300 V per mm gap). As a result, the electron emission was
studied for the positive (but not negative) collector potential
considerably exceeding typical saturation thresholds for
emission signals in a vacuum due to a volume charge (of the
order of a few mJ cmÿ2), up to the plasma formation
threshold from 0.1 to 1 J cmÿ2, and the plasma yield itself
was also investigated in a broad range of F with signals
identical for both polarities of the collector [52]. The thresh-
old yield of charged plasma particles detected by the collector
electrode correlated with the yield of positive ions and neutral
particles in the optical emission spectroscopy of the ablation
plume. Special experiments were also performed for measur-
ing contributions from a filamentation plasma, and direct
photoemission from the collector surface and voltampere
characteristics were measured for different interelectrode
gaps, different incident energy densities, and different
numbers of ultrashort laser pulses incident on a point.
Because of the development of filamentation in air in front
of a target when the energy density threshold for the plasma
yield was considerably exceeded (usually,> 2ÿ3 J cmÿ2) and
the peak power of ultrashort laser pulses caused the
saturation of plasma emission, studies by this collector
method were also performed in a vacuum in the absence of
filamentations. These investigations were performed in a
broad range of laser pulse energies (0.10±20 J cmÿ2) with
weaker extracting fields and confirmed the nonlinear plasma
yield with respect to the fluence.

It was found in [51±53, 80, 81] that for a variety of
materials such as aluminum, copper, titanium, silicon, and
graphite, electron emission below the plasma formation
threshold occurs, in fact, linearly. Above this threshold, the
emission of charges of both signs is nonlinear, with the
exponent varying from 2 (titanium) to 4 (silicon), with the
intermediate value 3 (aluminum, graphite, copper). For a
copper target, the quantitative agreement was achieved with
the data of vacuumprobemeasurements [24] for the threshold
and the power dependence of the electron and ion yield. At

the same time, it is very important that for the second, above-
threshold laser regime, a correlation was found between the
electron±ion plasma yield and the saturation of the reflection
coefficient of an ultrashort laser pump pulse or a weak probe
ultrashort laser pulse as a function of the pump pulse energy
density for all materials: aluminum, copper, titanium, silicon,
and graphite (Fig. 2). We note that the existence of such a
plasma has been hypothetically assumed for the last two
decades based on measurements of the emission of charged
particles [24] or the subpicosecond optical reflectometry of
graphite [28]. This universality of the effect was attributed to
the achievement of high electronic temperatures for such
conducting or weakly conducting materials, resulting in
strongly thermally (photo) stimulated electron emission and
surface charging, which was removed during plasma emission
(Fig. 3). In this case, despite the minimal ablation of the
surface layer (about a few nanometers [51]), such a low
threshold of the electron±ion plasma leads to high plasma-
ablation energy losses from the sample surface, freezing the
heating of the electronic subsystem at the level of a few
electron volts. (See studies of the energy balance for
aluminum and silicon at different time scales in Sections 2.4
and 4.2.) Therefore, this effect should be taken into account in
the energy balance and dynamics of the electron temperature
of materials.
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We note that various phenomenological models of the
ultrafast ablation of surface of materials based on the concept
of electron pressure in electronically excited materials have
been proposed in the last decade [44, 82±87]. In these papers,
kinetic [82] or thermodynamic [83±87] approaches were used
to respectively consider the redistribution of the initial
homogeneous electron density in the skin layer of a material
with the electron temperature gradient and the possibility of
initiating material expansion caused by the huge electron
pressure of free carriers (ignoring instant transfer effects) [84],

r
�

dV

dt

�
� ÿ q �Pe � Pi � q�

qz
; �2�

where r in the material density, V is the expansion velocity,
Pe; i is the pressure in the electron and ion subsystems, and q is
the artificial viscosity in the total system of hydrodynamic
equations resembling generalized equations of the two-
temperature model for the electron and ion subsystems [25].
Because the second approach is based on plasma theory,
electron±phonon coupling problems, in particular, the
quantum kinetics of the emission of acoustic phonons
producing the hydrodynamic pressure of matter and its
ablation expansion, were not actually considered. Such an
approach is partially justified only for high degrees of surface
charging produced by high-intensity ultrashort laser pulses
and (or) high electron temperatures when the material
adhesion considerably decreases due to a decrease in the
electron density [88], and the material can continuously
transform into a plasma-like state.

2.4 Excitation and relaxation of the electron subsystem
The relaxation of the excited but thermalized electron
subsystem of materials is traditionally described in the two-
temperature model for the electron (Te) and ion (Ti)
subsystems with the respective heat capacities Ce and Ci

related to the electron±phonon coupling constant Ge and the
electron±phonon relaxation time tep � Ci=Ge [25]:

Ce
qTe

qt
� q

qz

�
�e

qTe

qz

�
ÿ Ge�Te ÿ Ti� �Q � ;

Ci
qTi

qt
� q

qz

�
�i
qTi

qz

�
� Ge�Te ÿ Ti� ; �3�

where the effective source can be defined, for example, by
taking the above-mentioned thermo/photoelectron-emission
and laser-plasma ablation effects into account [51±53, 80, 81]
in the form [89]

Q � � �1ÿ R� aIÿ Je�Te�
lesc

exp

�
ÿ z

lesc

�
; �4�

where �e and �i are the electron and lattice heat conduction
coefficients, R and a are the reflection and absorption
coefficients of a material for the intensity I, and Je is the
electron flux with the characteristic depth lesc.

This model of energy transfer from the electron subsystem
to the lattice was developed almost half a century ago to study
the bombardment of materials by fast ions. The model was
considerably corrected in the last decade to obtain the
accurate dependences of the coefficients of electron heat
capacity, heat conduction, and electron±phonon coupling
on the electron temperature Te, with nonmonotonic energy

distributions of the electronic density of states for metals with
a complex electronic structure (for example, transition metals
[63±65]) taken into account. However, these dependences
have been systematically verified experimentally so far only
for a few materials by measuring the thresholds of spallative
ablation and phase explosion as functions of the duration of
picosecond and subpicosecond pulses [89]. It was assumed
that the minimum laser ablation threshold is reached for a
pulse duration close to the characteristic electron±phonon
relaxation time, because the intensity of electronic dissipative
processes (emission and high-temperature electron heat
conduction) decreases with decreasing the electron tempera-
ture as the pulse duration increases to this value (with a
simultaneous decrease in thresholds). On the other hand,
when this value is exceeded, thresholds increase as the
contribution to losses of the electronic heat conduction at
lattice temperatures increases. In some cases, for example, for
semiconductors, the formulation of the two-temperature
model was refined as regards the transport of a dense
electron±hole plasma (ambipolar diffusion) and thermaliza-
tion of the absorbed energy. However, because the reference
experimental values of key parameters such as the electron±
phonon coupling coefficient were unknown, this coefficient
was possibly estimated with a great error [90, 91].

At the same time, most theoretical work disregards the
electron and plasma emission in the two-temperature model
[9±11, 14, 15, 24, 35, 43, 44, 63, 64] unless the aim of the study
is the thermoelectron emission itself [21, 25, 51]. The complete
consideration of all linear and nonlinear photoemission,
thermoemission, and mixed photo/thermoemission chan-
nels, for example, in the Fowler±du Bridge model generalized
to takemultiphoton processes into account [92], can provide a
rather detailed description of electron emission [22, 23, 70].
This description could probably be used to explain the linear
electron yield and nonlinear electron/ion yield observed in
experiments on increasing the energy density of an ultrashort
laser pulse [21, 24 , 34, 51±53, 73, 74, 80, 81]. However, such a
complete description of electron emission in the two-
temperature model has not been used until how.

Finally, an important but previously neglected effect of
the electron dynamics in electron±phonon relaxation in the
ablation regime is the ultrafast disordering of the surface of
materials accompanying their charging and plasma emission
[53], which can drastically accelerate energy transfer from the
electron subsystem to the lattice. This can explain short
electron±phonon relaxation times (� 1 ps) measured for
various materials (silicon, copper, aluminum, and silver) [93,
94], which are many times shorter than their predicted
theoretical values (see, e.g., [64]). These short relaxation
times determine not only the smaller size of the thermal
action region due to the fast relaxation of strong gradients
of the electron temperature but also the higher temperature of
the ion subsystem and, correspondingly, the higher rate of
thermal phase transformations during ablation.

2.5 Below-threshold nanoscale modification
of a surface relief
Despite the minimal ablation of a surface layer in the ultrafast
plasma emission regime produced by an ultrashort laser pulse
at a depth of a few nanometers [51], it is in this regime that the
unusual nanoscale multipulse periodic modification of a
surface relief with a period 2±15 times smaller than the
pump pulse wavelength was discovered [95±98]. It is interest-
ing that such a laser nanostructuring of material surfaces is
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possible only below the corresponding thermally induced
spallative ablation threshold for these materials. This is
explained by the following reasons: (i) above the threshold,
thermal ablation occurs over all the above-threshold region
and removes the surface relief; and (ii) weak but ultrafast
ablation via plasma emission makes it possible to fix, in the
form of the surface relief, the submicroscale or even nanoscale
interference distribution of electromagnetic fields of incident
ultrashort laser pulses and surface electromagnetic waves
with a minimal thermal spread of interference maxima even
for metals with high heat conduction (for example, aluminum
[60, 99]). As a result, for ultrashort laser pulses with fluences
considerably below the spallative ablation threshold, the local
spatially periodic ablation of the surface of various dielectrics
and metals (in particular, aluminum), is achieved only in
interference maxima with the generation of nanoscale
spatially periodic structures [60, 95±99]. Their periods
correspond to the doubled wavenumber of a short-wave-
length surface plasmon resonance due to excitation of a
standing wave by counter-propagating surface plasmons
[98]. The nanoscale surface relief obtained for materials with
the characteristic size of its elements around the size of a
vapor bubble (� 10 ± 100 nm) is of interest for controlling
their wetting and liquid boiling in thermophysical setups.

Thus, despite rather numerous but highly specialized
experimental and theoretical studies of the electron dynamics
and related ultrafast femtosecond laser ablation (reflection
and emission of electrons and (or) ions, surface charging, and
subablation surface nanostructuring), a complete picture of
the electron dynamics of materials in the ablation regime
taking the roles of all the above-mentioned effects into
account is still lacking.

3. Spallative ablation

3.1 Brief history and basic research methods
Spallation usually means the `cold' break of a solid target
caused by a frontal strike, explosion, or high-intensity laser
pulse [1, 2, 100±103] generating a high-power direct shock
wave rapidly propagating in the target and reflected from its
rear side in the form of a backward (nonshock) rarefaction
wave. The last is added with the direct rarefaction wave
formed during the unloading of the shock region on the
frontal side, and the material breaks in the region where the
rarefaction waves add, such that the `ingot' exits from the rear
side of the target (Fig. 4a).

A similar `two-wave' picture was first used to explain the
nanosecond lift-off of a melted film of a material during the
spallative ablation of the surface of semiconductors and
metals produced by ultrashort laser pulses, demonstrating
Newton's interference rings known in classical optics, but in a
dynamic version [31, 40] (Fig. 5). Although these rings were
first explained using a hypothesis about the scattering of a
vapor±droplet mixture as the effective medium with a high

refractive index [39], the interference model has always been
considered after that [31, 40, 59]. This model accounts for the
reflection of a probe ultrashort laser pulse normally incident
on a target from the surface of a partially transparent film
flying away from a microscopic (� 30 ± 100 mm) region of the
visible metal melt, the reflection of its replica transmitted
through this film from the melt surface under the film, and
their interference on the film surface observed with an optical
microscope in the time-resolved reflection regime. (The setup
of an optical microscope operating in the reflection regime
with stationary illumination replaced by a low-intensity
probe ultrashort laser pulse is presented in [31].) As a result,
the traditional `two-wave' model of spallative ablation was
used to explain this frontal spallation, assuming that in the
inertially heated surface layer inside the target, the phase
appearing during the ultrafast heating of a high-power
compression wave is reversed [40]. The direct surface
unloading wave and the reflected rarefaction wave then
interact during acoustic unloading times, which is followed
by the spallation of the melt film.

3.2 Relation between the effects of stress unloading
and boiling during spallative ablation: extreme cases.
Segregation of chemical elements
Subsequent simulations of the removal and lift-off of a melt
film during spallative ablation produced by ultrashort laser
pulses in the framework of molecular dynamics were
performed under the influence of the first papers [40, 41] and
involved the thermomechanical removal of the film, but only
in the direct rarefaction traveling wave [55, 61, 105±109]
(Fig. 4b). This approach is based on observations of the

Detachment during
the addition
of rarefaction
waves

a
Detachment
in a rarefaction
wave

b

Boiling after
acoustic
relaxation

c

Figure 4. Illustration of basic assumed mechanisms of the detachment of a

melt film during femtosecond laser ablation: (a) two-wave mechanism

with a rarefaction wave (reflected compression wave) and a direct

rarefaction wave; (b) thermomechanical mechanism with a direct rarefac-

tion wave; (c) mechanism related to the expansion of an undersurface

vapor cavity.
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Figure 5. Dynamics of Newton's interference rings on the surface of silicon ablated by an ultrashort laser pulse illuminated by a normally incident

ultrashort probe laser pulse (adapted from [104]).
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laser-induced undersurface boiling and detachment of a
liquid film in a rarefaction wave in transparent `soft' volume
media like gels [110] and weakly absorbing liquids [111±113].
The threshold detachment was still assumed to be related to
overcoming the tensile strength during acoustic unloading of
the melt, although some authors [55, 57] also considered the
undersurface boiling of liquids, which was confirmed by
independent studies [56, 57, 59, 60]. Subsequent, more
detailed molecular dynamics calculations revealed distinct
nanoscale foam formation that not only accompanies the film
detachment and inertial formation of nanocusps [55, 57] but
also, due to the finite foam elasticity, can cause the return of
the film to the surface with a negative velocity [56]. Based on
various theoretical estimates of contributions of the rarefac-
tion wave and volume boiling, it was assumed in some papers
that the melt film is detached in the phase of completed
acoustic relaxation [57, 59, 60] (Fig. 4c) when the melt is in a
quasi-equilibrium thermally expanded state (at normal
pressure) and has a certain time window for undersurface
boiling, which is determined by its cooling due to heat
transport.

We note that a qualitatively similar problem was solved
previously in the technology of laser cleaning of critical
surfaces in microelectronics, where absorbing surfaces were
heated by nanosecond laser pulses through a layer of a low-
boiling transparent liquid, usually water or isopropyl alcohol
[57, 112±115]. It was found that the threshold near-critical
boiling of liquid occurs for subnanosecond times [114, 115];
the lift-off velocity of the liquid film above the boiling
threshold is independent of the laser energy density [116]
and is inversely proportional to the film thickness [113]. In
addition, acoustic studies were performed and the time
dynamics of pressure in a boiling near-wall layer of a liquid
film were analyzed during the growth and percolation of
bubbles [117]. The characteristic time scales of percolation
were estimated in [117±119] and it was assumed in [120] that
pressure in the nanofoam drastically increases during its entry
into amicroscopic vapor cavity of the layer because of a sharp
decrease in the role of surface tension stabilizing vapor
bubbles, counterbalancing the vapor pressure [120].

Similarly, the formation of a lateral vapor cavity in the
material boiling plane during spallative ablation produced by
an ultrashort laser pulse can be indicated by plane spallative
craters observed in this case [59, 60, 89]. The depth of such
spallative craters observed during femtosecond laser ablation
is independent of the ultrashort laser pulse energy density in
the entire interval (� 50% of the palliative ablation threshold
[59, 89]) between the spallative ablation and phase explosion
thresholds, whereas above the phase explosion threshold, the
crater depth rapidly increases with increasing the pump
fluence (Fig. 6). (To date, it has not been established whether
contributions from the surface phase explosion and under-
surface spallative ablation are summed in the latter case, and
if they are not, then why the depth of the final crater exceeds
the spallative ablation depth.) Similarly, the undersurface
boiling is directly manifested in the segregation of chemical
elements in the near-surface layer, in particular, the depletion
of the surface with a more volatile element during ablation
nanostructuring of the surface of GaAs chemical compounds
by ultrashort laser pulses [121]. Finally, this mechanism is
also confirmed bymass-spectrometric studies of femtosecond
laser ablation of Si and GaAs [33]: for both these materials,
beginning from the spallative ablation threshold (approxi-
mately twice as large as the thermal boiling threshold), the

melt surface temperature exceeds 3�103 K, and the yield of
atoms and positive atomic ions has the character of developed
near-critical vaporization. The yield increases with increasing
the laser pulse fluence quite rapidly and nonlinearly (nearly
quadratically), but at the same time it increases slowly
compared to the exponential below-threshold yield [33].

A dynamic analysis of the interference effect (Newton's
rings) during spallative femtosecond laser ablation gave
qualitatively similar results (see Fig. 5). It was taken into
account that depending on the distance of the film flying away
from the surface, Newton's rings in the form of illumination
maxima and minima in reflection were observed both on the
film surface at different instants of time and with time at a
chosen point of the film with a fixed local fluence of the
ultrashort laser pulse. The velocity of the film flying away as a
function of the ultrashort laser pulse fluence was determined
from the slope of the time dependence of interference maxima
and minima, assuming the weakly refracting vapor phase in
the gap under the film (n � 1 for a probe ultrashort laser
pulse) [33, 59, 122]. The minimum velocity (possibly with a
subsequent change of sign [123, 124]) was measured near the
edge of the spallative crater and the maximum velocity (up to
a few kilometers per second) [31, 59, 122, 123] near the phase
explosion threshold, which forms within picoseconds in the
form of a microheterogeneous strongly scattering vapor±
droplet mixture [33, 59, 122, 123]. Moreover, recently the
same dependences, with their extrapolation to the zero lift-off
distance, were used to study the delay time of the film
detachment from the surface as a function of laser radiation
fluence [59, 122, 123]. This time rapidly decreased in the
subnanosecond time range upon increasing the ultrashort
laser pulse fluence, always greatly exceeding the characteristic
unloading time of the melt layer. The obtained hyperbolic
dependence of the delay time of the film detachment on the
ultrashort laser pulse fluence above the ablation threshold
(with time delays from a few dozen to a few hundred
picoseconds) suggested the explosive nature of boiling
preceding the film detachment [59, 121±123].

The evaporative nature of the unloaded film detachment
during ablation of the iron surface by ultrashort laser pulses
was confirmed by the dependences of the ablation depth for
the spallative and phase explosion mechanisms on the fluence
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of picosecond and subpicosecond laser pulses [89]. It was
reported in [89] that the depth of a spallative ablation crater
was in fact independent of the ultrashort laser pulse duration
in a broad range from 0.3 to 11 ps. In this case, the electron±
phonon relaxation time for a given pump level was 1±2 ps,
which tentatively suggests that spallative ablation proceeds
considerably later after the pulse end (even for picosecond
pulses). Moreover, as the laser pulse duration increased, the
slope of the dependence of the ablation depth caused by the
phase explosion on the radiation fluence rapidly decreased
monotonically to the complete suppression of this mechanism
for the pulse duration exceeding 6 ps. The suppression of the
phase explosion at long durations of ultrashort laser pulses
was attributed in [89] to continuous evaporative cooling of the
material surface, which drastically increases, as shown by the
yield of atoms and atomic ions [33], with increasing the
surface temperature during electron±phonon relaxation, but
before reaching the critical temperature for phase explosion
initiation.

Such near-surface boiling processes were recently visua-
lized in experiments with a bulk aluminum target slightly
below the spallative femtosecond ablation threshold by
scanning electron microscopy with high magnification [60].
Traces of homogeneous boiling were observed in the form of
nanoscale pits or undersurface cavities at a depth of a few
dozen nanometers inside a target [60] (see also [57]). They
could easily be visualized using a 15±20 keV electron beam
with a penetration depth of initial electrons of about 1±2 mm.
Inside a spallative crater for aluminum, copper [125], silver,
and gold surfaces [126], intense foaming was observed with
the developed residual roughness (Fig. 7). The roughness
amplitude increases upon increasing the focusing optics
strength due to the increased effect of heat conduction for a
smaller focal spot. This roughness represents a self-organized
plasmon texture for chemo- and biosensors [126]. These
mechanisms of nanoscale relief modification were also used
for the ultraprecision ablation of thin films by ultrashort laser
pulses [127±134].

Thus, the concepts of the spallative mechanism of
femtosecond laser ablation with the frontal detachment of
the melt film have been developed over the last two decades
from the `two-wave' model of almost mechanical detachment
via the `single-wave' thermomechanical model to the recent
model of the vapor break of the acoustically relaxed
(thermally expanded) surface melt. The first and last models
represent the extreme mechanisms of the high- and low-
temperature liquid±vapor spinodal crossings in the phase
diagram (with T5Tm and T4Tcrit, where Tm and Tcrit are

the normal melting and critical temperatures of the material).
At the same time, even within this approach, where the
detachment threshold is related to the undersurface boiling
in a thermally expanded melt, a rapid decrease was found in
the delay of the detachment onset upon increasing the
spallative ablation threshold. This delay tends to character-
istic times of the acoustic unloading of the melt and moves
into this time range upon reaching the phase explosion
threshold and the hydrodynamic critical (nearly critical) or
supercritical fluid expansion.

4. Hydrodynamic supercritical fluid expansion
(phase explosion)

4.1 Brief history and basic research methods
The hydrodynamic lift-off of matter at high internal pressures
and temperatures with a strong internal interaction (super-
critical fluid, or warm dense matter) during ablation by
intense ultrashort laser pulses on the surface of the metals
Al, Cu, and W [29] as well as a dielectric and a semimetal
(diamond and graphite [28]) was first studied on the
picosecond scale by the pump±probe method at high optical
pump fluences � 1 ± 10 J cmÿ2. It was found that the
reflection coefficient decreased by a few times, continuously
andmonotonically, in fact exponentially, to anomalously low
values � 0.1 ± 0.2, and then gradually returned to the initial
level on the subnanosecond time scale. The depth and decay
rate of the reflection coefficient depended on the pump
fluence. At the same time, a thermodynamic analysis of the
ablation process was absent.

A complete thermodynamic analysis of the hydrodynamic
lift-off of matter in the ablation phase explosion regime via
supercritical states of matter was performed in [40, 41] in
comparison with the spallative ablation regime for elucidat-
ing the mechanism of the latter. Spallative ablation and the
phase explosion were visualized by observing the dynamics of
Newton's interference rings in an optical microscope in the
time-resolved reflection regime (stationary illumination in the
microscope was replaced by a probe ultrashort laser pulse).
The phase explosion occurred at higher energy densities at the
center of the pump focal spot on the surface, where the
interference pattern of Newton's rings was distorted on the
subnanosecond scale at picosecond times by the region of a
strongly scattering vapor±droplet mixture [31, 59] (see Fig. 5).
The structureless exponential decay of the reflection coeffi-
cient with the formation of a vapor±droplet mixture was
attributed to the adiabatic unloading of a supercritical fluid
analyzed using the diagram of states of matter in density±
temperature coordinates.

For a similar regime of femtosecond laser ablation of
surfaces, the lift-off dynamics of a laser plumewere studied by
the methods of time-resolved interferometry [30], shadow-
graphy [45, 90, 135], time-resolved optical emission spectro-
scopy [59], probe diagnostics [24], and mass spectrometry
[35]. The generation of shock waves in air caused by this lift-
off studied by the method of shadowgraphy revealed a
distinct correlation between the motion of the plume front
and the shockwave front with initial velocities up to a few tens
of kilometers per second [46, 90, 135]. Similarly, mass-
spectrometric studies in a vacuum revealed the yield of fast
ions near the phase explosion threshold with the same
velocities to which slow ions from the tail of the ablation
plume are added at higher energy densities of ultrashort laser
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Figure 7. Electron microscope image of the nanoscale roughness of the

bottom of spallative craters produced on the surface of (a) bulk aluminum

and (b) gold during single-pulse femtosecond laser ablation with the peak

fluence above the spallative ablation threshold but below the phase

explosion threshold (adapted from [89, 126]). I±III: regions located near,
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pulseswith a drastic increase in the ablation rate per pulse [35].
More advanced methods for studying the supercritical fluid
and plasma, aimed at applications in inertial laser thermo-
nuclear fusion, include X-ray methods with femtosecond
time resolution demonstrating the ultrafast disordering of
materials (X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy) [136],
electron dynamics in solids and the plasma±vapor±droplet
structure of the laser plume in dynamics (X-ray absorption
fine-structure spectroscopy) [43, 137], and superstrong shock
waves inmatter (X-ray scattering) [138]. However, as a whole,
these methods are so far only under development.

4.2 Basic characteristics.
The influence of evaporative effects
Experimental and theoretical studies [28, 29, 40, 59, 61, 62,
105, 107, 122, 123] performed earlier have shown that the
characteristic time scale of the phase explosion during
femtosecond laser ablation is the acoustic unloading time of
the critical (supercritical) fluid, equal to the ratio of the
surface layer thickness of the fluid to the speed of sound in
it. The unloading begins at once after fast, picosecond
electron±phonon relaxation. Then, in the case of slow energy
transfer from the electron subsystem to the lattice at small
electron±phonon coupling constants (for example, for `good'
metals with high electric conductivity, such as gold and
silver), it can be expected that the acoustic unloading
accompanies the electron±phonon relaxation. But direct
comparative investigations for iron [89] with fast electron±
phonon relaxation (with the characteristic time of 1±2 ps for
the ablation pump level) and the energy deposition rate varied
by the ultrashort laser pulse duration showed that the
ablation contribution of the phase explosion to crater
formation rapidly decreased monotonically with increasing
the pulse duration. In particular, the slope of the dependence
of the ablation depth on the fluence of an ultrashort laser
pulse (the spallative ablation depth being unchanged in this
case) monotonically decreases until the complete suppression
of this mechanism at durations exceeding 6 ps. These
durations are comparable to the acoustic unloading times of
a fluid layer (up to 15 ps) removed by the phase explosion for
the same fluence of subpicosecond pump laser pulses [89].
Such a suppression of the phase explosion initiated by
picosecond laser pulses was attributed to the continuous
evaporative cooling of the material surface during electron±
phonon relaxation, i.e., even before the achievement of the
nearly critical or critical temperature for initiating the phase
explosion, which also competes with the continuous hydro-
dynamic unloading of the produced fluid. The correctness of
this explanation seems quite obvious, because picosecond
laser pulses are intermediate in their duration between
subpicosecond laser pulses (for which spallation and phase
explosions are typical ablation mechanisms) and nanosecond
(subnanosecond) and longer pulses (with surface evaporation
and phase explosions being typical ablation mechanisms).
Thus, the beginning of the development of evaporative effects
is possible precisely via pumping by picosecond pulses. This is
directly confirmed by the results of molecular dynamics
calculations [139] showing that surface evaporation consider-
ably affects the type of explosive (bulk) boiling of metals
during laser ablation. In addition, it is well known that
homogeneous boiling near the critical point is accompanied
by a rapid volume increase, thereby acquiring an explosive
nature [120] (with the evaporative and hydrodynamic
material removing regimes being unified in a certain sense).

This leads to a number of new physical phenomena of interest
for laser nanotechnologies. For example, the explosive
hydrodynamic splashing of a submicron melt from a bath
and freezing of a liquid metal jet up to 1 mm in height and up
to 100 nm in diameter due to fast lateral nanoscale heat
conduction was observed under the double action of an
ultrashort laser pulse [140±142].

4.3 Generation of shock waves
and mechanical action on a surface
The supercritical character of the initial thermodynamic state
of matter (with the energy deposition � 105 J cmÿ3 or more)
during the phase explosion upon femtosecond laser ablation
at high pump fluence � 1 ± 10 J cmÿ2 causes the fast
hydrodynamic expansion of the material [30, 43, 46, 59, 90,
135±138]. The fast energy release followed by electron±
phonon relaxation (energy depositions � 105 J cmÿ3) or
plasma formation (energy depositions � 106 J cmÿ3 or
higher) should lead to the `table-top' generation of super-
power pressure waves (at the megabar level� 102ÿ103 GPa)
along with the ablation of material in the absorbing surface
layer of the target [45, 46, 55, 104, 124, 143±145]. This is
terminated by the generation of high-power shock waves in
the target. Because the detection of pressure waves on the rear
side of the target by standard interferometric optical methods
such as VISAR (velocity interferometer system for any
reflector), ORVIS (optical recording VISAR), and femtose-
cond interference microscopy [57, 101±103, 124, 146] cannot
give the pressure value in the ablation source due to the strong
dissipation of a shock wave already at the micrometer scale
[143, 146], while the use of submicron foils or films (on
substrates) is not always possible (especially in technological
applications [145]), it is interesting to perform such studies on
the front side of the target by estimating the initial pressure in
the source in terms of the expansion parameters of a laser
plume. However, in the regime of generation of subcritical
erosion plasma (with the ultrashort pulse intensity below
1014 W cmÿ2 [30]), the opacity of the laser plume and
scattering of light from it prevent frontal interferometric [30,
45, 56] or reflectometric measurements [31, 59, 122] of its
expansion velocity. At the same time, during the expansion of
a dense laser plume in air, high-power shock waves appear,
which are transformed into sonic waves in the far acoustic
zone and can be detected with broadband ultrasonic piezo-
electric sensors [55, 143±145] for different materials (metals
and graphite), depending on the fluence of the ultrashort laser
pulse. One of the advantages of this method for studying
shock waves in air during the expansion of the supercritical
fluid plume is the possibility of frontal measurements of the
mean velocity of a shock wave in air for any geometry of the
experiment and any target surface profile, in contrast to other
methods of dynamic optical diagnostics with lateral visualiza-
tion (spatial resolution) in the near acoustic zone, such as
shadowgraphy [45, 90, 135], optical emission photography, or
spectroscopy [59]. As a result, in fact the only systematic
results on ablation pressures, velocities, and characteristic
expansion times of the laser plume were obtained by this
ultrasonic method [55, 143±145], which was also used for
comparing ablation pressures on the front side and pressures
of the compression wave on the rear side of the target.

In particular, ultrasonic studies have been used to
measure microsecond propagation times, the submicrose-
cond half-width, and the amplitude of pressure wave pulses
as functions of the fluence and focal spot radius of an
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ultrashort laser pulse and thewave propagation distance from
the ablation zone to an ultrasonic sensor [55, 143±145]. The
measurements were performed by the leading edge of a
bipolar pressure pulse differentiated due to diffraction [147]
(a monopolar compression pulse in the source). In this case,
the transit time monotonically decreased above the phase
explosion threshold on the target surface irradiated by an
ultrashort laser pulse, while the pulse half-width and
amplitude increased. Experimental data were processed
using a program algorithm with the dependences of the
transit time and half-width of the pressure wave pulse on the
fluence and the laser focal spot radius taken into account.
Also, transit distances from the ablation zone to a highly
sensitive ultrasonic sensor were taken into account for two
stages: the supersonic and sonic motion, where the sound
speed was taken for normal conditions. The first stage is
realized during the expansion of the ablation piston plume
accelerating a shock wave in air, which was simulated by the
point explosion of a region of material with the initial radius
equal to the ablation zone radius on the target surface for the
given fluence of the laser pulse, varied by the initial pressure
of the plume. The initial and instant expansion rates of the
plume and shock wave are determined by the initial and
instant pressures on the plume front via classical relations in
the point explosion theory [148]. This stage proceeds until the
pressure reaches the transient value (about 6 atm in air). At
the second stage, the pressure wave propagates in the sonic
regime. The total transit time at both stages calculated as a
function of the initial pressure for the ablation region size
fixed for a given radiation fluence is compared with the
experimental transit time, and the initial pressure is deter-
mined from the best fit.

This method allows finding the initial pressure and
expansion rate of the ablation plume in air for different
materials as functions of the parameters mentioned above
and relating them to parameters of output pressure waves
on the rear side of the target. The method was used to
study the propagation and interaction of superpower
(� 102ÿ103 GPa) shock waves with materials [149, 150] or
with the improved strength (hardness and resistance to
cracks) and corrosive characteristics of the surface layer of
materials strengthened by laser-induced shock waves [151±
153]. This method can also be used for contact-free quantita-
tive diagnostics of these phenomena in the condensed phase
and to control the regimes of its processing by ultrashort laser
pulses. We note that it was erroneously assumed in [154] that
shock-wave loading of the surface layer of materials during
their ablation by ultrashort laser pulses proceeds at a
picosecond time scale; it was shown in [144, 145] by using
ultrasonic diagnostics and numerical calculations that in
reality the loading of the surface after the action of an
ultrashort laser pulse continues at the submicrosecond time
scale of the ablation plume expansion. These results are
quantitatively confirmed by the data of spatially and time-
resolved optical emission spectroscopy of single-pulse abla-
tion plumes presenting their velocities and characteristic
expansion times measured depending on the fluence of
ultrashort pump laser pulses [59].

Acoustic measurements performed for high-power shock
waves [144] (with pressures� 102ÿ103 GPa) on the front and
rear sides of the ablated target confirmed their superelastic
propagation, which was earlier observed for lower-power
shock waves (pressures � 10 ± 102 GPa) and was theoreti-
cally predicted in [150]. In this case, for weaker shock waves

(with pressures � 1ÿ10 GPa), the superelastic propagation
changes to more dissipative propagation, with the generation
of residual stresses at the GPa level [144, 145] attributed in
[146, 155] to assumed shock-wave structural transformations
in iron and vanadium. Unlike frontal ablation, shock waves
were excited in a metal film in [146, 155] by focusing
ultrashort laser pulses through a glass substrate of the film,
which allowed studying the strength of various materials with
respect to tensile stresses for very high deformation rates
(� 109 sÿ1) in solids [146, 149, 155] rather than melts [124].

It is of interest that ablation pressures � 10ÿ103 GPa
measured in the phase explosion regime by ultrasonic and
optical emission and interferometric methods [30, 45, 46, 55,
59, 84, 124, 135, 143, 144, 156, 157] considerably exceed
pressures � 10 GPa calculated recently by the hybrid two-
temperature model±molecular dynamics method [61, 62].
Although the so-called electron pressure was recently intro-
duced [83±87] to such models to describe ablation by
ultrashort pulses (USPs), it seems that the discrepancy
between experiments and the theory is mainly related to the
mechanism of ultrafast laser plasma ablation [51±53, 80, 81]
considered in Section 1. Both the subpicosecond plasma yield
itself [28] and plasma heating by a pumpUSP [24] can increase
the pressure to a value considerably exceeding the critical
pressure of a material. This assumption is confirmed by good
agreement between achieved pressures � 10 ± 103 GPa and
the pressures Pcr � 1 TPa in an isothermic critical plasma
with the atomicmassM and the average ion charge hZ i under
comparable conditions of irradiation by ultrashort pulses
(Ilas � 1� 102 TW cmÿ2), for example, calculated from the
relation [45]

Pcr � 2rcrC
2
plas � 12

�
I

102 TWcmÿ2

�2=3�
1 mm
llas

�2=3

�
�

M

2hZ i
�1=3

�Mbar� ; I � 4rcrC
3
plas ; �5�

where the wavelength is llas � 1 mm and the expansion rate at
the critical plasma boundary Cplas � 1� 102 km sÿ1 is
determined by the second (balance) equation in (5). In fact,
the ultrafast plasma yield and its simultaneous heating by
ultrashort laser pulses already in the gas phase embody the
expected but not yet experimentally observed gradual transi-
tion from a strongly heated electron gas in a solid to a low-
temperature erosion plasma with a monotonic increase in
pressure with increasing the ultrashort laser pulse fluence
according to the corresponding increase in the volume density
of the deposited energy [136, 137].

5. Conclusions

The analysis of work considered above shows that the
predetermined dynamics of a long multiscale chain of
different electronic and lattice processes during femtosecond
laser ablation, which is not directly affected by the initiating
ultrashort laser pulse, allows the elucidation in principle of
fundamental ablation mechanisms. This review shows that
such studies can be performed in stages, beginning with the
absorption of an ultrashort laser pulse to the ablation of a
material and ending with thermal relaxation. The review
outlines the main mechanisms of femtosecond laser ablation
and presents their phenomenological picture, implying
further theoretical simulations for constructing the complete
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picture and universal detailed description of this complex but
very interesting and important physical phenomenon. At the
same time, the various mechanisms of femtosecond laser
ablation considered above give rise to a variety of applica-
tions of laser ablation in processing material surfaces and
nanotechnologies, which undoubtedly deserves a separate
large review.
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